Strong inclination toward transition mutation in nucleotide substitutions by poliovirus replicase.
A viable insertion mutant of the Sabin strain of type 1 poliovirus was constructed. The mutant carried an insertion sequence of 72 nucleotides at nucleotide position 702 in the 5' non-coding region (742 nucleotides long) of the genome of the Sabin strain. This mutant showed a small-plaque phenotype, as compared with the parental virus. Indeed, the final yield of the mutant in a single cycle of infection was tenfold fewer than that of the parental virus. Many large-plaque variants that are easily generated from the insertion mutant appeared to regain efficient viral replication and have single nucleotide changes. All nucleotide changes observed were limited to within three nucleotides of an AUG sequence in the insertion sequence. The result indicates strongly that the AUG sequence itself in this genome region functions in reducing the plaque size of the parental Sabin type 1 virus. The insertion mutant with a small-plaque phenotype may be the first in vitro mutant of poliovirus whose viability is lowered only by a primary sequence inserted into the 5' non-coding region of the genome. Base substitutions to alter the AUG sequence should largely be the result of errors of the virus-specific replicase, since variants with base substitutions must be subject to only minimum selection pressure. Accordingly, nucleotide sequence analysis of the genome region containing the AUG sequence was performed on a number of genomes of large-plaque variants to investigate types of nucleotide substitutions caused by characteristic errors in RNA replication. Only one transversion mutation was detected in the genomes of 44 independently isolated large-plaque variants with single base changes in the AUG sequence. This result suggests strongly that transition mutations occur predominantly as nucleotide substitutions caused by characteristic errors of poliovirus replicase.